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Introduction
Over the past three years, efforts have gone into the development of a Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database (DCBD), a
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs funded-project being developed by research institutions Alterra and Imares. The goal
of the DCBD is to guarantee long-term data availability, support nature management and facilitate international
reporting requirements. In 2012 the DCBD was launched online at www.dcbd.nl and is now at a critical development
juncture where development needs to proceed hand in hand with strategic content management in order to ensure
that the database is used and useful to all target audiences. The Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance (DCNA) was contracted
in December 2012 by the Ministry to assist with the content management of the DCBD.
In May 2013, DCNA and Alterra staff visited the data collectors and other interested parties on the islands of St. Maarten,
Saba and St. Eustatius in order to present progress of the DCBD, collect monitoring data and gain direct development
recommendations.

St. Maarten
Working Session: St. Maarten Nature Foundation
Date: 23rd May
Present: Tadzio Bervoets (Nature Foundation), Stephan Hennekens, (Alterra), Peter Verweij, (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller
(DCNA).
Summary: TB talked to the group about ongoing, long-term monitoring of the Nature Foundation (sea turtles, lionfish,
Brown Pelicans, marine mammals, sharks, monkeys, reef check, water quality and seagrass cover). PV gave presentation
on DCBD progress and current standing (see Appendix 1).

Meeting: DCBD Progress Presentation and Discussion
Date: 24th May
Present: Tadzio Bervoets (Nature Foundation), Stephan Hennekens (Alterra), Peter Verweij (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller
(DCNA), Mauret Antersijn (Dept. of Statistics), Jaghaira Lioe-a-tjan (Dept. of Statistics), Shandrika Arrindell (Student with
Dept. of Statistics), Claire Hooft Graafland (Dept. of Housing and Planning), Mark Yokoyama (EPIC and Reserve Naturalle
volunteer and naturalist).
Summary: PV gave presentation on DCBD progress and current standing (see Appendix 1). Discussion included the
Millennium Development Goals, using photographs to monitor and connecting to other datasets.

Data$Collected:$$





Brown Pelican data year summaries from 2010, 2011 and 2012 at five sites (still need hard copy of observation
events).
Marine mammals spotted January – May 2012.
Water quality testing from seven sites from May 2013 (in report entitled ‘water quality testing May 2013’)
Sea turtle nesting data (there is an outstanding action to collect all previous St. Maarten turtle data).

Recommendations/key$points:$
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Immediate focus for DCBD for Nature Foundation data should be on Brown Pelicans, sea turtles, marine
mammals, lionfish and water quality.
The resources section of the DCBD could include “My Resources” that have been uploaded by the account
owner as well as “Highlighted Resources” that the logged in user could come back to similar to an Amazon
account.
There is interest on SXM to include climatic and event data. Events such as the burning of the landfill or a
hypoxic event are often not well documented and referring to them later is difficult.
For St. Maarten it would make a lot of sense for the Dutch and French to coordinate to include some island
wide data on the same platform.
MA would like to have any data available from the DCBD in order to facilitate reporting to the Millennium
Development.
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•
•
•

The DCBD should include park visitation data.
There is no interest in a mobile application to record monitoring data
CHG will mention DCBD in the ‘nature development plan’ for St. Maarten, which she is currently working on.
Monitoring of land use changes via Remote Sensing techniques
Include St. Maarten in expansion of www.lionfishcontrol.org.

Saba
Meeting: Saba Conservation Foundation
Date: 27th May
Present: Kai Wulf (SCF), Johan Schaeffer (SCF), Jennifer Rahn (SCF), Brooke Rodgers (SCF), Jelmer Pander (WUR), Sanne
Koenen (WUR), Peter Verweij (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller (DCNA).
Summary: PV gave presentation on DCBD progress and current standing (see Appendix 1). Discussion included lack of
access to past data, issues with researchers sharing data, access rights to DCBD data and integrating videos and photos.
SCF would like to conduct a Reef Check as it has not been done in several years.

Working Session: Fisheries
Date: 27th May
Present: Brooke Rodgers (SCF), Peter Verweij (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller (DCNA).
Summary: Group discussed fisheries data: sensitivity, possible input form and outputs of analysis.

Data$Collected:$$









Samples of fishery data. Needs to be discussed with Martin de Graaf to ensure security of data.
o Input and output mock-up needs discussion with Martin de Graaf. Possible output is seasonal catch
over the Saba Bank with depth.
Samples of camera drop data.
o Large capacity housing needs more discussion at Alterra.
Samples of conch video transect data.
Samples of conch swimming surveys.
Red-billed Tropicbird camera trap data from 2013 season.
o Input and output needs to be discussed with Adrian Delnevo .
o Large capacity housing (for photo’s and video’s) needs more discussion at Alterra.
SCF Resources scanned and organized by JR.

Recommendations/key$points:$
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There should be one place where he can see all research results related to a certain subject, such as Red-billed
Tropicbirds.
There should be clear and strong controls for the security of data so researchers feel comfortable housing data
in the DCBD. Any “administrators” who would have technical access to data should have a signed contract
stating they have no legal right to the data.
Under the current permissions structure we should not allow “observers” to see other “observers” data and
“organizations” to see other “organizations” data even within the same “monitoring programme” (see Appendix
1, Monitoring Data – access rights).
There could be a “release date” given on data to be made public after researchers have published reports.
It would be useful to have an interactive map where you could easily see what research has been done where.
It could be colour-coded by subject.
Even if data is not accessible to the public, metadata of that data could be available to inform the public of the
data’s existence. In that case the metadata should contain contact info for owners of that data.
Publications that are not to be freely shared should have “abstracts” and contact info for full publication.
“PowerPoint Protocols” could be used to help ensure protocols are fully understood and passed from one
researcher to the next.
“Peer-reviewed Publication” should be separate from others.
There is an idea to have a section of the DCBD help the conservation organizations manage all the ongoing
research. It could provide an overview of who is doing what and have check boxes for things that need to be
done – e.g. report received, original data shared, etc.
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Research proposals should be shared (with DCNA/in DCBD?) and communicated across the islands so everyone
understands what is happening on the islands.
There is a large gap to fill in (research- and monitoring-) data available for the Saba Bank. Most of this is housed
in the Netherlands and not on Saba.
Resources could allow for “flagging”, “rating” or “commenting” to help located best available.
Access to others data is a motivation to use database, so sharing should be encouraged where it makes sense.
An offline version of the DCBD would be ideal for those islands where internet connection comes and goes. The
offline version could synchronise its data when the internet connection is available again
Immediate focus for DCBD for SCF should be on Saba Bank data, fisheries, tropicbirds, lionfish, conch and
resources.
There is no interest in a mobile application to record monitoring data
The presented (preliminary) land use maps gained a lot of interest to simplify the monitoring of invasive plants
(like coralita).

St. Eustatius
Meeting: DCBD Progress Presentation and Discussion
Date: 28th May
Present: Steve Piontek (STENAPA), Hannah Madden (STENAPA), Jessica Berkel (STENAPA), Andrew Ellis (STENAPA), Seth
Sykora-Bodie (STENAPA), Olivia Moudy (STENAPA), Annelies Warning (WKICS), Stijn Schep (WKICKS) Peter Verweij (Alterra),
Nathaniel Miller (DCNA).
Summary: PV gave presentation on DCBD progress and current standing (see Annex). Discussion included the ability to
download data in certain formats, the need for simplicity and the current monitoring programmes of STENAPA.

Working Session: Terrestrial Birds, Red-billed Tropicbirds, Butterflies
Date: 28th and 29th May
Present: Hannah Madden (STENAPA), Andrew Ellis (STENAPA), Peter Verweij (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller (DCNA).
Summary: The group worked on building the input and outputs for terrestrial and RBTB components of the DCBD based
on Excel data files and paper field survey forms to create paper screen mock-ups

Working Session: Iguanas, Fisheries, Sea Turtles, Lionfish, EUX Marine Habitat Map,
Lobster, Conch surveys.
Date: 30th May
Present: Jessica Berkel (STENAPA), Erik Boman (STENAPA/EUX Fisheries Dept.), Peter Verweij (Alterra), Nathaniel Miller
(DCNA).
Summary: The group discussed multiple datasets and worked on input and output mock-ups.

Data$Collected:$$
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Terrestrial bird transects and point count surveys from 2009 – 2012.
o Input and output forms mocked-up (see Annex). Outputs need discussion with Adrian Delnevo.
Red-billed Tropicbird breeding success from 2012 and 2013.
o Input forms mocked-up (see Annex). Outputs need discussion with Adrian Delnevo.
Red-billed Tropicbird peak attendance surveys from 2013.
o Input forms mocked-up (see Annex). Outputs need discussion with Adrian Delnevo.
Red-billed Tropicbird camera trap data from 2012 and 2013.
o Inputs and outputs need discussion with Adrian Delnevo.
Butterfly transects and point counts from 2009 -2012.
o Input and output forms mocked-up (see Annex).
Sea turtle nesting data from 2003 – 2013.
o Input forms mocked-up (see Annex).
Sea turtle in water surveys.
o Input forms mocked-up (see Annex).
Sea turtle opportunistic sightings.
Marine mammals opportunistic sightings.
Iguana surveys from 2012 – to be repeated every two years.
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o Input forms mocked-up (see Annex).
Sample of fisheries data. Needs to be discussed with Martin de Graaf to ensure security of data.
Sample of conch and lobster surveys.
Lionfish sightings from 2012 and 2013.
o Input form mocked-up (see Annex).

Recommendations/key$points:$
















Terrestrial bird data should be downloadable in an eBird specific csv format. Do not want to put in data in yet
another specific format. If this would be required by DCBD it is unlikely to be used. Preferred choice: put data in
DCBD and be able to export in various specific CSV formats.
Terrestrial birds: If you have to enter each observation it will be time consuming and thus detract from using the
database. You should be able to fill out visit information (time, location, observer) and multiple observations at
one time.
Perhaps it is an idea to have multiple languages available on the site.
The input should “auto-save” so you do not lose data entry with computer or internet failure.
There could be a calendar that helps data collectors realize upcoming events such as sea turtle nesting.
Data should be available to only one observer if desired.
Data collection with apps could be nice in certain situations, but it is not a priority.
There will inevitably be some data to backlog entry that has some errors. These observations need to be
included, but with a “pending” status and not incorporated in the analysis.
Intensity map outputs may be optimal for some data such as tropicbird nesting.
There is a strong need to standardize student contributions to monitoring of common programmes on EUX
and SAB (discussion was triggered by comparing fishery data from both islands)
Similar to access right to monitoring data, there is a need to have personally or organizationally available
“baseline” maps to visualize in DCBD as well such as an aerial image that cannot be shared publically.
There is an EUX marine habitat map created by IMARES, which would be a great addition to the DCBD.
The presented (preliminary) land use maps gained a lot of interest to simplify the monitoring of invasive plants
(like coralita).

Additional$conclusions$from$meeting(s)$between$NM$and$PV$
Resource section of DCBD should include the following categories:
1. Monitoring Programs (links to the DCBD monitoring programs overview pages)
2. Observation Data (.zip, .rar)(raw data that does not fit into a monitoring program)
3. Monitoring Protocols (.pdf, .zip, .rar)
4. GIS Data (.shp, .zip, .rar)
5. Maps & Charts (.jpg, .jpeg, .tif, .gif, .png, .img, .bmp)
6. Books (pdfs)
7. Journal Articles (.pdf)
8. Reports (.pdf)
9. Other documents (.pdf, .jpg, .jpeg, .tif, .gif, .png, .img, .bmp, .zip, .rar)
10. Information Portal (links to other websites)
11. There could be a browse component of the DCBD setup by categories – species, ecosystems and human
impacts.
12. The digitized coral reef mapping of Fleur van Duyl is a great addition to the DCBD.
13. The wireframe of the site was discussed and hand drawn in a paper prototype (see Annex)
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Dutch Caribbean Biodiversity Database (DCBD)

May 2013, St Maarten, St Eustatius, Saba
Peter Verweij, Stephan Hennekens
In close cooperation with :
Sidney Gijzen, Erik Meesters, Tommer Vermaas, Inge la Riviere,
Elze Dijkman ,Bas
• DCNA

Vanmeulebrouk, Yke van Randen, Joop Schaminee, Gert van Dorland,
Anneke
• Nat
MillerPaijmans
• Eseld Imms
• Paul Westerbeek
• Kalli de Meijer
• Robert Jan van Oosten

•

Ministry EZ/RCN
•
•
•

Paul Hoetjes
Hayo Haanstra
Astrid Hilgers

Rationale

 2010: BES islands became part of the Netherlands
 Netherlands signed international treaties
(e.g. Convention on Biological Diversity and Convention on Migratory Species)

 Develop a system to: [Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs]
● Facilitate international/national reporting obligations
● Guarantee long term data availability
● (monitoring) data storage and sharing
[Monitoring = ‘repetitive action to register rate of change’]

● (spatial) data visualisation

● Support nature management

 Primary user: national and local government, NGO’s

2010

Establish foundation
•
•
•

Monitoring and reporting
obligations
Organisation of monitoring
and data management
Current and future
monitoring

2011

2012

2013

Initial inventory
Kralendijk

2010

Establish foundation
•
•
•

Monitoring and reporting
obligations
Organisation of monitoring
and data management
Current and future
monitoring

2011

April
2011

Mockup
•
•
•
•

Inventory of data types
Functionality wishes
Technical architecture
Prototype implementation
•

•

CMS and (geo)database

Priority setting next phase

2012

2013

Progress
Kralendijk

Mockup & determine priorities
Kralendijk

2010

2011

2012
January
2012

Establish foundation
•
•
•

Monitoring and reporting
obligations
Organisation of monitoring
and data management
Current and future
monitoring

Mockup
•
•
•
•

Inventory of data types
Functionality wishes
Technical architecture
Prototype implementation
•

•

CMS and (geo)database

Priority setting next phase

August
2012

2013

Operationalisation
•

Initial data gathering

•

Implementation

GIS-data, monitoring-data
and reports
Map server, map viewer,
monitoring database (turtles,
flamingo’s), reports via CMS

2010

Establish foundation
•
•
•

Monitoring and reporting
obligations
Organisation of monitoring
and data management
Current and future
monitoring

2011

Mockup
•
•
•
•

Inventory of data types
Functionality wishes
Technical architecture
Prototype implementation
•

•

2013

2012

CMS and (geo)database

Priority setting next phase

Operationalisation
•

Initial data gathering

•

Implementation

GIS-data, monitoring-data
and reports
Map server, map viewer,
monitoring database (turtles,
flamingo’s), reports via CMS

Progress, test
SSS

May
2013

2013

2013 – Operationalisation

(continued)

•

Extension/re-organisation based on experiences 2012 :
• Monitoring data
• Collect data
• Interactive
maps(paper, Excel, reports),
•• Correct
data errors
(needs
to be
donebut
in cooperation
with data owners)
Gather data
(GIS files:
mainly
shape,
also raster
• Repository
for
resources
(such
as reports
andimages)
observation data)

•

On site
with
data(OGC
collectors
•• test
Determine
observation
summary
graphs
(needs to be done in cooperation with data owners)
Loadand
intofine-tuning
database
and
publish
compliant)
• Tag
with
keywords
(So
they
can easily
be searched
for)

••
•

Load
corrected
data
re-project
and re-style
Gather
resources

•

Load into database

(Also for some previously included data)

2014

Mindmap of DCBD

Homepage

(1/2) - design

Homepage

(2/2) – currently operational without design

To be released before summer
when design is implemented

Monitoring data

(1/3)

Monitoring data

(1/3)
1. Select monitoring program
2. View all observations
(of that program)

3. Add observation
(or edit, or delete)

Monitoring data

(1/3)
1. Select monitoring program
2. View all observations
(of that program)

3. Add observation
(or edit, or delete)

View charts as specified for the
separate monitoring programs
(charts are build on the fly from what is
available in the database)

Observer

Organisation

Monitoring
program

Monitoring data

(2/3) - access rights
Full control

Monitoring program

Turtles

Monitoring program

(admin.)

Terrestrial birds

Read own
Update own
Delete own

STCB%

NFSXM%

STENAPA%

ECHO%

Create own
Read own
Update own
Delete own

Monitoring data

(3/3) - summary

 Observations organised per monitoring program
(e.g. terrestrial birds, sea turtles, conch, lion fish, corals, parrot, etc.)

● Program determines observed properties
● Program determines available charts

 DCBD checks validity

(e.g. consistent naming, number ranges and ensures mandatory fields are filled)

 Downloadable via Comma Separated Value files
(for specific analysis in MS Excel and other software)

 Generic data model for all programs
-> facilitates analysis of combined programs

-> allows adding others (e.g. brown pelican, water quality or fisheries)

 Special attention to access rights

Maps

(1/3)

Maps

(1/3)

Google maps overlayed
with DCBD data

1. Select 1 background
2. Select multiple
overlays
3. Select multiple
monitoring programs

Maps

(1/3)

1. Select 1 background
2. Select multiple
overlays
3. Select multiple
monitoring programs

View observation(s) for a
specified time interval at
a specific location

Bonaire

Maps

St Eustatius

Saba

(3/3) – requires upload of prepared GIS layers

Topography and vegetation

Topography and vegetation

Zoning plan

Zoning plan

Topography and vegetation

Parks and IBA

Bonaire

St Eustatius

Land capability

Soil

Geology and land use

Geology

Saba
Soil

Land use

Maps

Soil

(2/3) – requires upload of prepared GIS layers

(Bonaire, Statia, Saba)

Geomorphology
(Bonaire, Statia, Saba)

Geology

(Bonaire, Statia, Saba)

Maps

(2/3) – requires upload of prepared GIS layers
Vegetation
• Bonaire
• St Eustatius
• Saba

Chromatic and pan-chromatic satellite images
• St Eustatius
• Saba

Maps

(2/3) – requires upload of prepared GIS layers
Corals
(Bonaire, Curacao)
Saba

Saba bank depths

Maps

(2/3) – requires upload of prepared GIS layers
Not restricted to BES islands
RAMSAR

Zoning plan

Maps

(3/3) - summary

 GIS-data positioned to fit together (projection)
● 6 islands
● Samples:

topography, protected areas, soil, geology, vegetation, zoning plan, economic value, corals, sea
grass, DEM, Saba bank, etc

● From various organisations/projects

CARMABI, DCNA, Kadaster, bureau VIJN, Imares, Alterra, WKICS, vDuyl, etc

● ongoing work

(e.g. new data, such as landuse maps, marine habitat, detailed DEM)

● Mind: scale differences

 Monitoring data are shown on maps
 Maintained in GeoServer – for sharing

(if you’ve got read access)

● Various client software support via standard protocol
● desktop GIS (e.g. ArcGIS),
● DCDB mapviewer

(WMS):

Resources

(1/3)

Resources

(1/2)

1. Specify words to search by
2. Optionally indicate extended search criteria
(data type, theme, geographic area)

View results.
Results are grouped by data type

Resources

(2/2) - summary

 Publicly available repository for reports, bulletins,
presentations, etc.

 Categorised (=tagged) by experts :
● Data type

book, document, information portal, journal article, maps and charts,
monitoring protocol, observation data, presentation, proceeding,
report, thesis, workshop

● Island

Aruba, Bonaire, Curacao, Saba, Saba bank, St Eustatius, St Maarten

● Theme

governance, education and outreach, legislation, research and
monitoring

Technical architecture

?
Some desktop GIS

DCBD Graphical User Interface
Monitoring programs

Maps

Sencha Ext JS
(HTML 5)

Resources
Drupal

Adobe Flex

OGC compliant services to discover/
view/download

Observation server

Map server

(organized per monitoring program)

Content
Management System

(CSW, WMS, WFS, WCS)
GeoServer /
GeoNetwork

Java EE

Drupal

Organisation
File system

Data Base
Data Base
• System
is currently hosted at
(pageAlterra,
templates, css, Wageningen
(observations,
(web content)
javascript, documents,
images)

maps)

DCBD

• Maintained by:
PostgreSQL
• Alterra
• DCNA

MySQL

Web maps

(e.g. Google,
or Bing)

Summary
Summary
System to guarantee long term data availability to
•
•

Support nature management
Facilitate reporting obligations

Key functionalities
•
•
•

Manage monitoring data (and provide summary charts)
Provide maps (with monitoring data plotted on top)
Search for relevant documents and other resources

